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Why promote “conservation” ?

If you promote conservation goals for the 
sake of animals

“SO THAT THEY CAN LIVE IN THEIR NATURAL HABITAT”
...

...
this may automatically convey the message 

that the zoo habitat is
“NOT THE BEST ONE”.
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The freedom we really mean ...



The state of the planet

estimate for reptiles similar magnitude as wild birds (but 
more assumptions; estimate for amphibians not 
possible)



The state of the planet









Don�
t





The release of Keiko demonstrated that release of long-
term captive animals is especially challenging and while we
as humans might find it appealing to free a long-term 
captive animal, the survival and well being of the animal
may be severely impacted in doing so.





...
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Dignity is not welfare



If it was an aim to prevent large-
scale suffering, we would have to

(amongst other measures) 

remove animals
from their natural habitats.



To justify conservation, we need
other arguments than

(dignity-conserving, suffering-minimizing)

animal welfare.
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Hell

Welfare Concept
(Veasey 2017)

Captivity

Paradise
ex situ

The wild
in situartificial

protected

Human care

intensive

extensive



bad husbandry

Welfare Concept
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The wild
in situ



Why promote “conservation” ?

for the sake of the planet
ecosystem services, climate buffers

for the sake of mankind
practicing sustainability and resource 
abstention 
biodiversity reservoirs
the beauty of natural ecosystems

... not for the sake of individual animal welfare
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free-
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wild
domestic

there is no “wild” 
for domestic 
animals – we 

cannot liberate 
them;

we can only 
prevent them from 

existing
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Please abstain from fur products. These animals want to live!

I am killed by gassing … for your fur collar. 

… so that these animals are not born in the first place
and hence will not suffer.

?



Welfare

Welfare Concept
(Veasey 2017)

free-
range „the wild“

extreme 
captivity extensive husbandry

wild
domestic



What story are we telling ?

Meaningful lives in an anxiety-free environment show us, and remind us of, the beauty and complexity of life.


